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Mrs. H. G. Ounn's
Father Passes Away
At A Paris Hospital
W. A. Jackson, father of-Mrs.
H. G. Dimn of Murray, died
Friday at 4:30 a. m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 89 years
of age and a resident of Paris,
Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
McEvoy Chapel, Paris, Tem.
Burial will be in Birds Creed
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the McEvoy Funeral Home.

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, January 31, 1970

Average Of $48.33 Several cases Heard In
Court Of
For Season Given Calloway
Judge Robert Miller
On Tobacco Sales

10* Per Copy
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— Acreage Allotments
For 1910 Tobacco
Crops Are Released
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for
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Calloway County Court of Judge
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Arlie Conner, Route One, HatMmething came on the TV that
the local market.
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to
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average of $$48.35.
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was
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at
home
took us away from
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for
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252,739
costs
°cling,
fined
$10.00
These comparatively minor acres in 1969.
We were amused at the irony mer and a member of Fairview with an average of fi$47.85, as-State Police.
tobacco types are grown in much For Virginia fire-cured type
of one part of this film which Baptist Church.
reported by Barnett.
Albert McKnight, Route One,
smaller quantities than the na- 21 tobacce the allotment is 11,Survivors Include his wife; six
had to do with rites which
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Murray Route Five.
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$10.00 costs south o1 Saigon. The area grows Units of the 1J. S. America' Her death was due to compli
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to Police.
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Harold Mohundro, Paducah, and has a third of the nation's tle with Communist troops near illness. She was 87 years of age.
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Miss Ruby Simpson is the pro- grandehildren, H. Glenn Doran
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troµbles, and all this he car da Gibson and Rozella Henry, atria, Jimmy Doran of Hender- Sheriff,
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McReynolds,
Dexter,
spties above his shoes. Men buy Mrs. Aubrey Hatcber, Mrs. Whit son, and Mrs. Dianne Killian
Charles Sinotherman of Murray the subject of his sermon for
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Gablila,
-Fla.
of
J. P.
Mrs. A. C. Sliders, and
conduct, fined $35.00 costs to turn more and more of the - Five other Americans were Route Five; two sons,
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services
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Funeral
B. H. Cooper.
fighting from American troops wounded in a clash 'between Stubblefield of Royal Oak, services at 8:45 and 10:50 at the
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E.
and
Mich.,
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U. S. 25th Infantry Division
First United Methodist Church.
down at that rate for four monpel of the J. H. Churchill Fu: Kenneth J. Tully, College StaHigh-ranking Allied sources troops and a Communist unit field of Tri City; seven grandDuring the evening worshtp
ths would have to be renewed
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$10.00 costs $18.50; Murray Sta- trori9t incidents in Saigon dur- Two Communist troops were children.
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Funeral services will be held Choir, under the direction of
ing the Tet lunar new year in killed.
In the earth at the end of the
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nature
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In another terrorist incident
Prof. Paul Shahan, will bring
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looking
at things in this
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three grenades into a crowd
ve, shoes have a perk
by Bro. Bill Threet at the 10:40 Funeral Home where friends
Three Vietnamese were wou- watching a public television set Easley officiating.
Sect right to wear out.
a. m. worship service Sunday may call after four p. m. today
blew
a
in a marketplace in Cang Lang Interment will be in the Ness
Woo can only agree with them.
One person was cited for pub- nded in the blast which
at the Seventh and Poplar Chur- (Saturday).
Murray hole in a wall between the mo in the Mekong Delta 50 mil Concord Cemetery with the arlic
drunkenness
by
the
ch of Christ.
vie theater and an American southwest of Saigon. Two- gov rangements by the Max H.
Mow comes a note from our noRaalice Department on Friday.
Larry Roberson will read the
officers' quarters. No Ameri- eminent polieemen were kill Churchill Funeral Home where
phew in Paris who points out
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YOU
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scripture from Matthew 7:21cans were injured.
friends may call after one p.m.
adand four militimnen and
that we finally made a mistake.
The U. S. Command said to-'civilians . were wounded.
today (Saturday).
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International
By
Press
United
The six p. m. evening subject
day the 240-man 303rd Army
Seems that we got our chiffonwill be "Addicts in The ChurTransportation Co. will be deiers, and chifferoibes mixed up.
The sword fish, regarded by
ch" with the scripture reading
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Allbritton
Mrs. Eunice Overbey is a pa- activated Sunday as. part of
though it pains us to admit
some authorities as the fastest
of 605 Ellis Drive, Murray, celemade a mistake, this we from II Corinthians 8:1-3 by of the fishes, has achieved tient in Room 217 of the West- President Nixon's withdrawal of
Johnny Rayburn.
brated their 66th wedding anern Baptist Hospital, Paduciii 50,000 more Americans from
must do. A chiffonier Is indeed
Gene Jones will give the an- speeds high enough to drive She
niversary on Friday, January
chest
a
of drawers and likeunderwent surgery on Jane the war zone by April 15..
Its
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/
4
inches
into
hardnouncements and Josiah Darnall
In a series of 16 Communist
30. They spent the day quietly
ary 12.
wood.
(Continued on Pow Two) will conduct the song service.
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ly today the communists bogy
:
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The couple was married in
efesSeOSeatteZee4eeneee:?rteeea'etteeieletneeeinnenlnleea5*eaeeieee-: barded the headquarters of the
Tennessee In 1902. Mrs. AllU. S. 1st Infantry Division."
britten who Is 84 years of age
The U. S. Command said 10
Is the former Jettie Fair. Mr.
,if six-foot-long rockets smashed
and to Use average income report- Allbritten is 87 years of age,
(Specie: to the Lodger 1 Times)
into the' headquarters at Lai
ed for the area, life insurance and is a retired farmer. They
Khe 30 miles north of Saigon - NEW fORk —Residents Of coverage locally is now estimat- formerly lived at New Concord
Rep. E. Guy Lovins, D-Mur- there probably can't be any monFrIday night. American casual- Calloway County are begineing ed at $15,200 per family.
.
until his retirement about five
- ray, has definite feelings about ey spared from the budget."
ties were light.
the decade of the 70's with more
This is nearly twice as much years ago.
same of the issues brought beThe 18,000-member 1st Dive financial safeguards in the form as ihe average fatally bad ten
Lovins, a retired teacher, is
Mr. and Mrs. Allbritton are
spa] will be part of the third of insurance than they ever hail. years ago.
fore the House during the uno a Demoerat serving the fifth
members of the Mt. Carmel
Gene rai Assembly.
phase pullout of 50,000 men to
kinds
all
covered
for
district (Calloway and Tries Co
They are
Of the grand total of$118,812,- Baptist Church.
be out of the war zone ty April of hazards. They have health 000 carried by the local poplalaunties). He holds a B. S. and
They are the parents of five
-He recently introduced a Dili fdasters--from Murray
15. The withdrawal began this insuraace, burglarly insurance, tlon, the bulk is in ordinary life children, two of whom are deState
to delete the word "freeholder University.
week with departure of nearly nutoniobile insurance, fire in- Insurance. Graup insurance,gen- ceased. The livinj children are
from requirements for those
3,000 Marines from Da Nang surance, life insurance and var- erally issued to employers far Yewell AlibritUm of Minnewho serve as city councilmen.
to California.
As a representative from
ious other forms of protection. the benefit of their employees. sota, Mrs. Irene Lovins of MichThe U. S. Command has not EsPecially have they been add- is in second place.
igani and Mrs. Harold Elkins of
"I believe we have qualified Western Kentucky, he feels as
announced yet when the 1st ing to their life insurance. To
The reports show that despite Murray Route Five. They have
people who can serve on city do most of his constuents, that
Division
will
leave.
holdings of this type of coverage the growing protecticin provided several grandchildren- and great
councils who are not "freehold- Daylight Savings Time should
Terrorists set off a bomb Fribe kept.
local area is now estimated throtigh social security, most grandchildren.
ers," or who do not own proday night in Saigon's biggest In the
The Ledger & Times and their
than $118,812,000,
more
perty within the city."
at
families have been adding to their
movie theater. The blast ripped
"We're near other states that
The facts and figures on the Insurance coverage as their W- friends extend congratulations
Other hills he is interested
tbast‘ Daylight Savings time,
to Mr. and Mrs. Allbritten en
in are:
number of policy holders and the eenie rises.
and we have a number of touramount of insurance in force
Men, especially married men, their celebration of their 88th
ists coming to Kentucky Lake
—The bill to remove the tax and Lake
are contained in the current Life are the most frequently Insured. wedding anniversary.
Barkley Who observe
automobiles
the transfer of
Insurance Fact Book and Mother Some 91 percent of husbands
this time in their home state,"
Funeral services for Mrs. year - end statistics. The break- carry life insurance as compared
there is no money Inv*. he
said.
LODGE TO MEET
Levi (Lora) Smith of Hardin dnwn is on a state-by-state basis. with 71 percent of wives.*
or when cars are traded U.
will be held. Sunday at two
American
the
It
that
shows
"I realize there will be rev- "I called the local piesident
Murray Lodge 106 Free and
p. m. at -the Collier Funeral people have leen adding to their
e taken from the state High- of the Farm Bureau and was
Accepted Masons will meet on
Home Chapel, Benton, with Bro. Insurance in recent years. Their
NOSPITAL rATI:INT
busitiessand
Monday at 7:30 in the lodge
ay Department, but we are told Om farmers
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,
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—He co-sponsors the bill to
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direct
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Dies This Morning
-At—WA/elf 92
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North Vietnam Moves Fifth
'kilned Into Mekong Delta

Mrs. Stubblefield
Succumbs At Nome
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Observed On Sunday
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Allbrittens Celebrate Their
68th Wedding
Anniversary_ On Indat

Local Residents
Are Well Insured

g

Guy Lovins Speaks Out On House Measures
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Agnew Calls
Off TV Battle
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Steve Higgis' Rites
Press International Planned lot Today

SATURDAY - JANTIARY 31. 1870

Ii

ALMANAC
By United

Today is Saturday, Jan. 31, The funeral for Steve Hig•
the 31st day of 1970 with 334 to gins, age 19, Murray State Unifollow.
versity sophomore, will be held
y at 2:30 p. m. at the Good.
The moon is in its last quarter.
The morning stars are Mer- win Funeral Home, Cadiz, with
Rev. Otis Jones officiating. Burcury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus, ial will be in the Matheny Cemetery in the Land Between the
Mars and Saturn.
Lakes in Trigg County.
On this day Innis-tory:
In 1943 the Soviet Union ann- Higgins died Thursday at 8:15
ounced the virtual annihilation p, m. at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Tenn., from an acStalinof 330,000 Nazi troops at Stalingrad. It was a turning point of cidental gunshot wound. He
was reported target practicing
World War II in Russia.
In 1953 mor than 2,000 per- - with friends when he received
sons were killed, when North the wound in the bead about
five p. in. He was rushed to
Sea storms flooded Holland.
In 1958 the United States la- Trigg County Hospital and launched its first satellite into ter transferred to Vanderbilt.
Survivors are his parents,
orbit. It was Explorer 1.
and Mrs. Henry Robert HigIn 1968 North Vietnamese gu- Mr.
two sisters, Misses Patricgins,
States
United
the
errillas raided
and Connie Lynn Higgins,
ia
Embassy in Saigon. It was th
and two brothers, Jimmy and
opening of the Viet Coog's New Lonnie Higgins, all of Cadiz
Year's offensive.
Route Five; grandparents, Mrs.
--Mae Higgins of Trigg County
A thought for the day: Blaise and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jones
Pascal said, "Between us and cri Murray.
hell or heaven there is nothing
but life, which of all things is
BACK SURGERY
the frailest."

BURGLAR WINS SUITS

Couple Loses $35,000
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ESSEX, Md. (UPI) - Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew has
catty to the Brineys. It would approDES MOINES, IOWA (UPI): Mr. and
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, declared an armistice in his war
priate $30.000 out of the state's general
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion. are not for the best on television newscasters- but
Mrs. Edward Briney rigged a shotgun
to pay the judgment again at
interest of our readers.
fund
in their farm home to protect themapparently the truce does not
them, he said. Another $5000 would
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMERCO., MOO include newspapers.
selves from thieves. It 'cost theft'
go to pay the court costs assessed
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bk., New York. N.Y.
Agnew told a Republican
$35,000.
against them.
Stephenson Bldg?, Detroit, Mich_
gathering Friday night in this
The Brineys, who owned an 80VAN G1LST said many" people in
critisuburb
that
his
Baltimore
Entered at the Post Offte, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
acre farm near Eddyville in Mahaska
his district have asked him to do somecal comments of television ne vr
Second Class Matter
County, had put up the "trapgun" in
thing about the Brineys' plight and to
broadcasters had achieves
introduce legislation that would prothe bedroom of their farm home in
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 32e, per "some modicum of success."
tect "a man's home from intruders."
1967. It Worked.
Month $L33. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
"I acted only in the best in
"I felt something shatIld be done
In July. a prowler was wounded in
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $14.00. All service subscriptions &LOB terests of what I thought shoult
4.
but I can't condone booby trips," he
the ankle by the trapgun. Marvin
moment,"
Ag.
at
that
be
said
"Ike Ostataadiag Civis Alegi el a Cesuasnity is the
said. "I believe this case points up
Katko, 27 was charged with breaking
new told 1,200 persons at the
Integrity .1 5. Newmpapfte
that our laws are totally inadequate
and entering and pleaded guilty to a
5100 a plate testimonial.
to protect life and property."
lesser charge of larceny in the night"Gentlemen," he announced,
time. Katko was fined $50 and reSATURDAY - JANUARY 31. 1970
'Tm calling off the war."
leased.
Ransom Not Deductible
Then Katko sued the Brineys. In
But Agnew, former Maryland
WASHINGTON (UPI): The Internet
December 1969, he won a $30.000 judg- Revenue Service has refused to pergovernor, then delivered
ment against them, plus $5000 for
seething attack on two Raiff
mit a tax deduction for $250,000 rancourt costs.
more newspapers currently on
som paid in 1967 for the return of
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strike.
Kenneth Young, 11, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
AT A SHERIFF'S sale Tuesday, the
The vice president said he
Beineys' farm home was sold for $10.- a kidnaping victim.
The two men who ;VIA the ransom,
001 to make partial payment to Katko.
Dr. Hugh L. Houston has been reelected to the Board of Trustees was glad to be hack in Maryland
Herbert Young, president of Gibraltar
The farm was bought by a committee
in "that wonderful time of yeas
of the Blue Cross Hospital Plan.
Savings • and Loan Assn.. Kenneth's
which plans to keep ,the home in a
-when the Sunpapers are on
The total number of students registered at Murray State College
father, and Sydney Barlow, Young's
trust for the Brineys.
strike." Be thee said Baltimore's
so far is 1171, according to Erl Sensing, publicity director.
State Sen. Bass Van Guist it)., Oska- father-in-law, have asked the U.S. tax
sanitation problems may have
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Raphael Jones
loosa), said he is working on two bills court to reverse the ruling.
grown since the strike because
West
Heron
underwent
back
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Scull.
to solve the problems of protecting life
Young and Barlow contend the ran"you know how they get rid of School sales
rgery at the Baptist Memorial
and property "without going too far." som is deductible as a casualty loss
"Life is just one struggle to keep money coming in and hair the garbage-they print it"
for 'Commandments'
ospital, Memphis, Tenn., last
Van Guist said that one of his pronot covered by insurance. The governand teeth from coming out", from the column "Seen & Heard
"Of course, I'm really just
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Mo week. His room number is 1064.
posed bills would pay the hospital bills
ment is seeking $5481 in additional
Around Murray".
kidding," he continued. "I have than 10,000 tickets have been
up to $1000 of someone injured during taxes from Young and-150492 from
no quarrel with the Sunpapers. sotd to school groups for th
HOL-LYWOO-11. (UPI) a criminal act on life or property.
Barlow as .a result of disallowing the
Their editorial policy is their re-release of Cecil B. DeMille' Orson Bean and Bridget Hanley
' His second bill would apply specifiown business and besides it's so "The Ten Commandments" i will co-star in an episode ,of
,
much easier to read editorials New York City.
television's "Love, American
when they're disguised as news
Style."
on the front page," he said.
His comments drew loud anThe earth 11811--178-104_
Idth..11.644W”f.the and laughter from the
-partisan crowd.
-tor d, as the vders-COvai the see.-warsaeiI4.
The Baltimore Sun morning
Suffering mantled MR• longs tor the day of the Lord to appear.
and evening papers, both shut
I will yet comei
down by a four week pressman's
strike, were editorially critical
of Agnew when he publicly chee
Used the city's moderate Negro
leadership during his term as
governor for not condemning
"(teeilieisest From PagO 1)
black militants during the riotwise, a chifferobe, indeed, has ing that followed the death of
a chest of drawers on one side the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr
and a wardrobe like space on in April, 1968.
Agnew also jokingly once
UP TO
the other side where you can
PRINCETON, Ky.-The Cal- hang
things up. This piece of called a Sunpaper's reporter a
loway County Lakers sneaked furniture
apparently was made "fat Jap" during the 1968 presipast the Caldwell County Tigers, before somebody
got the bright dential campaign. Agnew later
60-59, in a game hers Friday idea of putting
closets in rooms. apologized for the remark.
night.
Caldwell Cotmty now has a There, we have righted a wrong,
season record of 6-10, while Cald- however we still received one
Fosse directs 'Offerings' ._
weltCounty stands at 1-13.
smell boost. He's older than
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) The Leiters were aided in the we thought he was, otherwise
Robert Fosse will direct
final stanza by an eight-point he would never have known
Lawrence Turman's production
performance by Darrell Cleaver the difference.
of "Burnt Offerings."
and a seven-point performance
2 Year Certificate
MINIMUM $100,000
by Pete Roney. The Tigers' Ron- However, we still steadfastly
programs
NR
A
410,000 Minimum
rde Spry collected 11 markers in maintain that a davenport is
(CPI)
The
HOLLYWOOD
a couch or sofa.
IRate. Amount & Maturity May Be
the final quarter.
National Rifle Association of
Cleaver led Calloway in scorAmerica has released the first of
Negotiable With Saver.)
ing by 20 points, with Charles
13 programs for radio on
Rushing and Roney netting 13
Conservation Education
markers each.
featuring Fess (Daniel Boone)
Caldwell County was lel in
Parker.
scoring by Bob Williams, who
hit for 21 tallies. Spry and William Sparks netted 14 points
apiece.
-Porter McHe also grabbed off 11 rebounds.
Calloway County
. 11 is 22 SO
ctdston, a I-1 sophomore forCaldwell Coats
IL SI IS SP
Pat Lamb added 19 markers.
ward,
came
off
the
bench
to
CALLOWAT COUNTY fall)--ltude
Ronnie West picked up 23 points
taut 11. Cleaveras. Todd 3. Soars I.
spark the Murray High Tigers
Crawford II. Sawa 13.
for the losers.
to an 86-48 homecourt win over
CALDWELL covrrry fas1--11111.
Murray ripped the nets for 54
Llano 21 awry 14. Wood S. Olden 2.
the Sedalia Lions, here Friday.
HavrtIna 2- Ihparin 14. Grooms
per cent hitting on 37 of 69 atxtra_Rarning
McCuiston came into the
1 Year Certificate
6 Mos. Certificate
tempts from the field. Sedalia
game late in the second quarter
Passbook
sank 36 of 75 from the floor
$5,000 Minimum
$1,000 Minimum
replacing standout forward AlNo Minimum
for 35 per cent. The Tigers
her Scott who picked up his
cashed in 15 of 20 gratis tosses
WITHDRAWABLE June 30th
fourth foul.
and the Lions collected 17 of
The Tigers nearly doubled
32. Murray outrebounded Sety
the adore on the Lions in die
dalia 49-31.
Opening stanza moving out tc
The Tigers are now 10-3 on
a 23-12 lead. Murray led te
the season. The Lions stark! at
10, 4333 at the half and te•
7-10.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (UPI) serveg piayed much of the
"jj
23
1"
-"It is hard to eovisoo C4'i2i7.b second half.
N3 r4 is
MURRAY
HIGH (IIIH—Hudaveth
Murray lost three boys to Ward
Gaither not being on the active
7. fieolt T. Alexander 8. Mc
coaching scene," said Dr, fouls and Sedalia lost two.
Cuiston IS. Lamb 10, Hale 8
SEDALIA
Galloway 18. a
Alien Hudspeth was top scor- :allows,'
Benjamin Perry, president of
7. Gleason 10. West 23.
iensort 11
Florida A&M University. "It er for the Tigers with 22 points.
Just doesn't make sense."
But the graying, slow-moving
resaZeSteStiteWS:SerieReelecexeseseefediseleSSeeirceleseMW
coach whose 25 years as the
Rattlers' boss made him the
nations most victorious (203-364), will be wearing only two
THE WHITE HOUSE confirmed a 1970-71
next season: athletic
caps
fiscal year budget of 290.8 billion dollars.
professor of
director
and
physical education.
PRESIDENT NIXON said his budget was a
Gaither's successor as head
major
blow against inflation.
coach and bead of the physical
education department, line
A NATIONAL economic growth in 1970 of
Coach Robert "Pete" Griffin,
50 billion dollars with less inflation wa'S projected
said it would be "an honor and
a challenge" trying to fill
by the President.
Gaither's shoes, and added that
Gaither will still be around for
ME PRESIDENT does not expect any readvice.
cession because he said his policies were
Asked for reasons for retirgeared to avoid it.
ing, Gaitter answered "the
dea.$0;09'.4:9atesaaaYstaNessYsaYsteesstetssssessetsetetssiteg
I just don't
reason is simpl
my luck
press
want to
anymor e.
to.
Gaither, who won't divulge
his age but is thought to be
about 65, joined the Rattlers In
1937 as an assistant coach aof
took over as bead coach In 1945.
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How They Were Drafted
FIRST ROUND
Pittsburgh—Terry Bradshaw, QB, Louisiana Tech.
Green Bay—Mike McCoy, DT, Notre Dame.
Cleveland—Mike Phipps, QB, Purdue.
Boston—Phil Olsen, DT, Utah State.
,Buffalo—Al Cowlings, DE, USC.
Philadelphia—Steve Zabel, TE, Oklahoma.
Cincinnati—Mike Reid, DT, Penn State.
St. Louis—Larry Stegent, runner, Texas MN.
San Francisco—Cedrick Hardman, DT, N. Texas State.
New Orleans—Ken Burroughs, WE, Texas Southern.
Denver—Bob Anderson, runner, Colorado.
Atlanta—John Small, LB, The Citadel.
N. Y. Giants--Jim Files, LB, Oklahoma.
Houston—Doug Wilkerson, DT, N. Carolina Central.
San Diego—Walker Gillette, WE, Richmond.
Green Bay—Rich McGeorge, TE, Elon.
San Francisco—Bruce Taylor, DB, Boston U.
Baltimore—Norm Bulaich, runner, Texas Christian.
Detroit—Steve Owens, runner, Oklahoma.
N. Y. Jets—Steve Tannen, DB, Florida.
Cleveland—Bob McKay, OT, Texas.
Los Angeles—Jack Reynolds, LB, Tennessee.
Dallas—Duane Thomas, runner, West Texas State.
Oakland—Ray Chester, TE, Morgan State.
Minnesota—John Ward, OT, Ok1aoma State.
Kansas City—Sid Smith, OT,
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SECOND ROUND
Dallas—Bob Asher, OT,'Vanderbilt.
Pittsburgh—Ron Shanklin, WE, _North Texas State.
Miami—Jim Mandich, TE, Michigan.
Buffalo—Denny Shaw, QB, San Diego State.
Houston—Leo Brooks, DT, Texas.
Cincinnati—Rnn Carpenter, DT, North Carolina State.
St. Louis—Jiril-Corrigal, LB, Kent State.
Philadelphia—Raymond Jones, DB, Southern U.
Los Angeles—Charles Williams, WE, Prairie Veiw.
Cleveland—Joe Jones, DE, Tennessee State.
Denver—Alden Roche, DB, Southern U.
St. Louis—Chuck Hutchinson, OT, Ohio State.
Atlanta—Art Malone, runner, Arizona State.
Houston—Bill Dusenberry, retnner, J. C."Smith.
Green Bay—Alvin Mathews, DR, Texas A&M.
San Diego—Tom Williams, DT, California-Davis.
Washington—Bill Brundige, DT, Colorado.
Baltimore—James Bailey, DR Kansas._
Detroit—al Plivsnli7MMiiittekrta. _
.
N.Y. Jelir--sitich Cis
- ter, -WE, Jackson.
Cleveland—Jerry Sherk, DT, Oklahoma State.
San Francisco—John Isenbarger, runner, Indiana.
THIRD ROUND
Pittsburgh—Mel Blount, DB, Southern U.
Chicago—George Farmer, WE. UCLA.
Mismi—Ilm Foley, DB, Purdue.
Boston—Mike Ballou, LB, UCLA.
Buffalo—Jim Reilly, G, Notre Dame.
St. Louis--Charlie Pittman, ER, Penn State.
Philadelphia—Lee Bougess, RB, Louisville.
Cincinnati—Chip Bennett, LB,.Abilene'Christian.
Kansas City—Billy Bob Barnett, DE, Texas A&M.
New Orleans—Clovis Swinney,LB, Antenna State.
Denver—John Kohler, OT, South Dakota.
Atlanta—Andy Maurer, G, Oregan.
Atlanta—Todd Snyder, WE, Ohio Univ.
Dallas—Charlie Waters; DB, Clemson.
Buffalo—Glenn Alexander. DB, Grambling.
Green Bay—Jim Carter, LB, Mimiesota.
St. Louis—Eric Harris, DB, Colorado.
Baltimore—Jim O'Brien, WE, Cincinnati.
Detroit—Jim Mitchell, DE, Vi
State.
New York Jets—Dennje Dakota,
• Penn State.
Dallas—Steve Kiner,
Tense
Baltimore—Ara Person,
'
TE, Morgan State.
Dallas—Denton Fox, DB, Texas Tech.
Oakland--Geraldirons, DT, Maryland State.
Minnesota—Chuck' Burgeon, LB, North Park.
Kansas City—David Harley;DB, Alcorn A&M.
FOURTH ROUND
Chicago--Lynn Larson, OT, Kansas State.
Pittsburgh—Ed 'George, OT, Wake Forest.
Miami—Curtis Johnson, DB, Toledo.
Burrale—Jerome Gantt, DE, North Carolina Central.
Boston—Eddie Ray, RB, ISU.
Atlanta—Paul Reed, OT, Johnson S. Smith.
Cincinnati—Joe Stephen, 0, Jackson State:
St. Louis—Greg Lens, DT, Trinity TeX.
San Francisco—Vic Washington, WR-CB, Wyoming,
New Orleans—Delis Howell, DB, Grambling.
Denver—Jerry Hendren, WE, Idaho.
Pittsburgh—Jim Evenson, RB, Oregon.
St. Louis—Don Parish, LB, Stanford.

Houston—John ''Spike" Jones, P. Georgia.
Green Bay—Kenny Ellis, WR, Southern Univ.
San Diego—Bill Maddox, TE, Syracuse.
Baltimore—Steve Smear, DT, Penn State.
Green Bay—Skip Butler, K, Texas-Arlington.
New York Giants—Wesley Grant,
UCLA.
New York Jets—John Ebernole, DE, Penn State.
Cleveland—Ricky Stevenson, DB Arizona:
Chicago--Ross Brupbacher, LB, Texas A&M.
Dallan—John Fitzgerald, OT, Boston College.
Oakland—Tony Cline, LB, Miami (Fla.).
Washington—Paul Laaveg, OT. Iowa.
Cincinnati—Billy Hayes, DB, San Diego State.

a,

FIFTH ROUND
Pittsburgh—Jon Staggers, DB, Missouri.
New Orleans—Glenn Cannon, DB MississippL
Boston—Bob Olson, LB. Notre Dame.
New York Jits—Cliff McClain, RB, S. Carolina State.
Buffalo—Steve Starnes, LB, Tampa.
Houston—Ron Saul, G, Michigan State.
St. Louis--Tom Lloyd, OT, Bowling Green.
Atlanta—Bruce Van Ness, RB, Rutgers.
San Francisco—Gary McArthur, RB, Southern Cal.
Washington—Manuel Sistrunk, DT, Arkansas AM&N.
Denver—Billy McKoy, LB, Purdue.
tlanta--Ken Mendenhall, C. Oklahoma.
. Y. Giants—Claude Brumfield, G, Tennessee State.
Houston—Ed Douley, DT, Northern Arizona.
San Diego—Pettus Farrar, RB, Norfoolk State.
Green Bay—Cecil Pryor, DE, Michigan.
Washington—Danny Pierce, RB, Memphis State.
Baltimore—Billy Newsome,- DE, Grambling.
Detroit—Bob Parker, CG, Memphis State.
New York Jets—Gary Arthur, TE, Miami, 0.
Cleveland—Steve Engel, RB, Colorado.
New Orleans—Steve Ramsey, QB, North Texas State.
St. Louis—Barry Pierson, DB, Michigan.
Oakland—Bart Laster, OT. Maryland State.
Minnesota—Greg Jones, RB, UCLA.
Kansas City—Mike Orient C, Notre Dame.
SIXTH ROUND
Chicago—Bob Cutburth, QB, Oklahoma State.
Pittsburgh—Manuel Barrera, LB, Kansas State.
Miami—David Campbell, DE, Auburn.
Buffalo—Kee Edwards, RA, Virginia Tech.
Buffalo—Grant Guthrie, Florida State.
Chioago—Jeff
OT, Florida State:—;
louls—James Manuel; OY,-Totedo. Cincinnati--Sandy Durke, DB, Southern California.
Sat Francisco—Rusty Clark,'QB, Houston.
New Orleans--Mel Easley, DB, Oregon State.
Denver—John Mosher,:TE, Kansas.
New York Giants—Wayne Miller, WE, Drake.
Atlanta—Mack Herron, RB, Kangas_State.
Houston—Benny Johnsod, DB, Johnson C. Smith.
Green Bay—Ervin Hunt, DB, Fresno State.
San Diego—Bill Parks, WE, Long Beach State.
Atlanta—Jade Butcher, WE, Indiana.
Baltimore—Ron Gardin, WE, Arizona State.
Detroit—Tony Terry, DT, Southern California.
New York Jets—Terry Stesiurt, DB, Arkansas,
Cleveland—Mike Cilek, QB, Iowa.
Atlanta—Randy Marshall, DE, LinfieldDallas—Pat Toomey, DE, Vanderbilt.
Oakland—Alvin Wyatt, DB, Bethune Cooldnan.
Pittsburgh_Clarence Kegler, OT, South Carolina.
rams City—Robert Hewes, OT, Piinceton.
- SEVENTH ROUND
PITTSBURGH—Danny Griffin, RB, Texas-Arlington
PHILADELPHIA—Terry Brennan, OT, Notre Dame.
MIAMI--Jake Scott, DB, Georgia.
BOSTON—O'Dell Lawson, RB, Langston,
BLITALO—Wayne Fowler, TE, Richmond.
LOS-ANGELES--Ted Provost, DB, Ohio State.
CINCINNATI—Lamar Parrish, DB, Lincoln.
ST. LOUIS—Jim McFarland, TE, Nebraska.
SAN FRANCISCO—Jim Strong, RB, Hbuston.
NEW ORLEANS—Lon Woodard, DE, San Diego
State.
DENVER- —Randy Montgomery, DB, Weber State.
LOS ANGELES—Bill Nelson, DT, Oregon State.
ATLANTA—Gary Orcutt, WE. Southern California.
HOUSTON—Charles Olson, DB, Condordia (Minn.,.
SAN DIEGO—Jim Fabish,.—DB, Texas-El Paso.
GREEN BAY--Cleo Walker, C, Lousville.
WASHINGTON—Roland Merritt, WE, Maryland.
BALTIMORE—Gordon Wade, QB, Louisville.
DETROIT—Ken Geddes, LB, Nebraska.
NEW YORK JETS—James Williams, DB, Va., State.
CLEVELAND—Craig Wycinski, G, Michigan State.
WASHINGTON—James Harris, DB, Howard Payne.
DALLAS —Don Abbey, LB, Penn State.
OAKLAND—Steve Svitak, LB. Boise State.
MINNESOTA—Hap Farber, LB, Mississippi.
KANSAS CITY—Clyde Gleason, WE, Texas-El-Paso.
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Lola's Back At Daytona

SPORTS

By CHARLES ALINNGER • Ferrari 512s and a Ferrari
DAYTONA
BEACH, Fla. driving team that includes
(UPI)— Lola's tack in town. Mario Andretti, Dan Gurney
And that may spell trouble for and Belgian Grand Prix star
the Ferraris and Porsches in Jackie Ida.
The Ferraris and Porsches
the 24 hours of Daytona road
have been consistently beating
race this weekend.
the qualifying record of 1=248
There's a lone,
American Lola-Chevy intbred lies an hour set by EnglishIn the 65-car field this year, and man Vic Elford-Brian Redman
while the lighter five-liter in a Porsche 908 last year.
Tripp Williams, son of Mrs. lag the bseason and did a tre- Italian
and German entries They will be tack on the
Beck Wilson and outstanding off- mendous job blocking on offense galled for the pole position Porsche team this year alensive and defensive end on the and manning one defensive end Friday, the specter of last though Elford is teamed with
1969 Murray High Tiger Football spot.
year's grind hung over the Kurt Ahrens of Germany and
team, has been chosen on the The nation's outstanding prep foreign cars.
Redman with Swiss Jo Siffert.
school seniors were eligible for Incredibly, five Porsche 908
Driving the other Pfetellall
the honorary team and the team factory cars fell by the wayside will be Mexican Pedro Rodr.
was chosen from returns of ne- with mechanical troubles In guez and Finn Leo Kinunnen.
arly 30,000 ballots sent to coa- 1969 and two Lolas limped
The race starts at 3 p.m.
ches, writers, sportscasters and home one-two. The only one Saturday.
prep and college officials.
Among those favored In the
entered this year is driven by
The nation is divided into the Canadian-American series stars Formula Vee run are Alfred
East, West and South divisions John Cannon of Pasadena, Voglberger of Germany, Peter
for the selection of the teams. Calif, a native Englishman, Peter of Austria, Fritt Basler
The South division is comprised and Canadian department store of Switzerland, Claude Bonnet
of twelve states — Kentucky, heir George Eaton.
of France and Steve Mattshet
Virginia, North Carolina, Tenn- Three brand new Porsche of England along with defendessee, South Carolina, Georgia, 917s from Stuttgart are the
ing champion Steve Piper, a 22Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, favorites to win the race year-old
Auburn University
Arkancals, Louisiana and Texas. despite the presence of five new student.
Named to the South All-America team from Kentucky were
Frank LeMaster, a 6-2, 180pound, flanker from Bryan Station High School in Lexington
and Leonard Coulter, 6-4, 210
pound end from Danville High
Tripp Williams
School.
Other grid stars in the West
"Honorable Mention" list of
the Sunkist - Coach and Athlete Kentucky area who received hon1969 South Prep Football All. orable mention besides Williams
were; Stan Hall of Paducah TilAmerica team.
Williams, a senior at Murray ghman, Steve Phillips of Bowling
High, caught passes for four Green and Eddie Radford of Tr-for uw-Tigoitt:
ge CoUntY.-

Tripp Williams Gets Honorable
Mention On All-America Team

Si,000
REWARD

Sports Parade

ing at 5:30 a.m. I checked at the
parking lot and saw Dei's car
couse.
there. I surmised be alwasn't ”
NEW YORK (UPI) — Billy ready had gone out to the golf
Casper was exactly winisre you'd
figure he'd boon the golf course. Taylor hadn't,though. He had
He was dbing exactly what awakened at 4:30 a.m, and taken
you'd figure him to be doing— his wife to 6 a.m. Mass. He got
backing his caddie 100 per cent to the course at 7:10 tut by then
greasy
This was Monday afternoon, It was too late. Casper
day after he had been din- was leaving the parking lot in his
ed from playing the final car. Mb spotted Taylor arriving'
of the Bing Crosby tour- and told him about his disqualifinatant at Pebble Beach, Calif., cation.
because his caddie had shown up, "He was sick about it," Casper
said.
a lbw minutes late.
Now- here was Casper prepar- Billy Casper now is getting
ing to get in some,practice licks ready for the next tournament
at the Torrey Pines Country Club starting Thursday. The prize
Ul San Diego,where he'll compete money is $150,000, making it
lithe Andy Williams Open this one of the highest priced on the
weekend. Naturally, people 'Still tour.
were asking what had happened And who'll be Casper's caddie?
to him at Pebble Beach Sunday. "Why Del Taylor, naturally,"
More specifically, they were ask- he said. "Not only will be caddie
tog what had happened to his cadd- for me in this one but I hope for
the nest 10 or 12 years, which is
ie, Del Taylor? about as long as I expect tricen•
Unruffled By FoulUP
"Were you angry with him?" Playing."
somebody asked Casper before
he went out and whacked 'some
practice shots.
"No," replied Billy Casper,
in that soft, even, unflappable
manner of his. "You see, in a
situation like that, I was worried
about his welfare more than anything else. I thoughthe might've
P.R. (UPI)—
FAJARDO,
been in an auto accident."
Casper had no chance for the Miguel Fuentes (Pinet), a
$25,000 first prize in the Crosby, promising young pitcher with
but had he gone out and shot a the Seattle Pilots who pitched a
Drake, Santa Clara and Western final round 70 he stood to pick seven-hitter in his first major
Kentucky.
up about $2,000.
league start last September,
The 35 coaches, five from
What happened to Taylor was died Thursday from geriihot
each of the seven geographical that he was the victim of a wounds suffered in a bar
sections of , the country, vote piece of misinformation.
Wednesday night. •
Wrong Tee-Off Time
the top 10 teams each week durFuentes was shot in the
ing the season. Points are award- "He called the lodge the nigh ,stomach by an unidentified man
ed on the basis of 10 for a ftrst- before," Casper said, "and they who is In custody. Police would
place vote , nine for a second- told him I was scheduled to go not disclose the circumstances
place vote, eight for a third- off at 8 a.m. They were wrong. which led to the shooting. It
place vote and so on dawn to I actually was scheduled off at occurrql in Loiza Aides, his
one for a 10-place vote.
home- town, which it ZO miles
"When -1 got up Sunday morn- east of San Juan.
•

By MILTON-RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

FOR INFORMATION leading to the
arrest and conviction of the person or
persons who slaughtered a cow owned
by Iglehart and Elkins, on my farm on
Wednesday,January 12, 1970.

Any information regarding this incident should be reported to the Calle-

MIQUEL FUENTES
KILLED IN BAR

wil
‘
yNCounty Sheriff.

UCLA Still Frustrating UK's Bid For Number One In Poll
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) — These
are frustrating days for the Kentucky, St. Bonaventure and Jacksonville basketball teams. All
three have glittering, unbeaten
credentials , but are making
little or no orovress in attemOPEN

350 points. The Bruins, who have
lost only two games in four seasons, ran their season winning
sir eak to 14 through games of
last Saturday with an 89-80 victory over UC Santa Barbara and
a 115-77 rout of Wyoming.
Kentucky , which defeated Louisiana State, 109-96, for its 14th
straight Saturday night, was a
distant second with 302 points.
The Wildcats received six firstmeow sil=simmilt_ place votes, 26 second - place
votes and one each for third and
ninth.
St. Whaventure moved from
pts to overtake UCLA, the country's fourth unbeaten team, in
the United Press International
board of coaches major college
basketball ratings.
UCLA was an overwhelming
choice for No. 1 for the fourth
straight week Monday when it
received 28 of a possible firstplace votes and 342 of a possible

Don't get
behind the
"8-ball"
on your

INCOME TAX
STOP e•d think. Is it worth the
anti worry le struggle wroth
your to• roturn ...hfro we handle
it quickly at b.. two? Th• TAX
SAVINGS v.* diKove., oft,.
4gro.11

pay th• I•• S. &MAIM Th.,
y
yecu tly it., IllOC

BOTH $
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

LI F E

UP

GUARANTII
We guarantee accurate preporatIon oi every tot velum.
If we woke ony errors that cost you any penalty or
‘,11 pay the penalty or interest.
,,terep, we ..

HR
America's Le se Tex Service with Over 4000 Offices

AAL ROM BLDi
• —

KY.

1

,Phonevmst

fourth place to third in the new
ratings but still was far behind
with 250 points. The Bonniest
led by 6-11, 270 - pound Bob
Lanier, have won 12 genies in
a row, including an 83-59 win
over DePaul and a 62-49 triumph
over Niagara last week.
Jacksonville, which has won
13 straight, was idle last week
and remained in sixth place.
The Dolphins received 133 points
but did not receive a single
vote for first or second place.
South Carolina (12-1) dropped
from third to fourth with 242
points and New Mexico State
(16-1) held fifth with 207 points.
Rounding out the top 10 after.
Jacksonville were Marquette (
(45
71.
72 points), North Carolina(
Illinois (51) and Houston
The second 10 is composed
of Davjdr.ou, North Carolina State, Utah, Southern California,
Ohio University, Uhltersity of
Texas at El Paso, Pennsylvania.,

Iglehart Farms,
Inc.
Murray Route Six

by Charles M. Schulz
AND THEN THIS WEIRD
KID WITH THE I)16 NOSE
KEEPS KISSING ME!
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McCuan-Rickman Engagement

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

fieterdey, January 31
The Hanel Woman's Club will
have a bake sale on the streets
at IlaseL
•••

It

Let's hear it
for imported
strawberries!

Sunday, Renoir/ 1
The Mothers' March of Dimes
for the prevention of birth defeets will be held in Calloway
County from January 28 through February 1, 1970. The metiers who will be collecting
be WS drive will be wearing
identification badges.
• ••
Monday, February 2
The Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will not meet this month, but
will meet with other groups for
the mission study at a date to
be announced.
•••
The Olga Hampton WMS of
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church will Mieet at the parsonage at seven p. is.
•••
The executive board of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Charles Burkeen at seven p. m.
•••
The Kathleen Jones Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet with Mrs. Robert
Jones at 7:15 p. m.
•••
MISS MELISSA McCUAN
Tuesday, February 3
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrMr. and Mrs. Robert McCuan of Route One. Farmington, ander of the Rainbow for Girls nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughwill meet at the Nesonic Hall ter, Melissa. to Jerry Rickman. son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rickat seven p. as. An initiation man
Mrs. "onus Steven Sammons
of Route Seven.,
ield.
will be KIlL
Meer.-..r.tertere-P-errt.
School and a
uan is a gra a
••* The Goshen United Methodist junior at Murray State University, where he is majoring in nurs•
Church WSCS will meet at the ing.
Mr. Rickman is a senior at Farmington High School. .
church at seven p. as.
9
•••
An early June wedding is being planned.
The WSCS of the First United Methodist Church will hold
The marriage of Miss Simao blue crepe.
Mrs. Sammons. Ma general meeting at the churYoung, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. mother of the groom wasattdred ch at ten a. m. The executive
LEVELLAND, Tex. (UP!)- Melvin Young of Kirksey, and In a pink two piece dress. Both board will meet at 9:15 a. a.
•••
An atoociate instructor in Span- Thomas Stephen Sammons, sop mothers wore corsages of white
ThbAilleie Armstrong Group
ish at South Plains College has of Mr. and Mrs.John I.Sammons, carnations.
of tips Apt Baptist Church will
Reception
come up with one way to com- Sr., was solemnized on Friday,
Following the ceremony a re- moot wila Mrs. Charles Hale at
bat boredom and the high cost January 9.
Bro. Connie Wyatt, maternal ceptMn was held at the home of 740 p. a.
of firing.
•••
Frank Gonzales has learned grandfather of the bride, perfor- Bro. and Mrs. Connie Wyatt.
The
Delta
Deportment of the
med
the
covered
was
'bride's
table
double
ring ceremony The
how to sew and grow.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Gonzales has built a stereo at seven-thirty o'clock in the aft- with a white cloth under white net
at the club house at 7:30 p. as
set for his family. He designs ernoon at the Kirksey Church of draped with greenery. The beau- with
Dr. C. S. Lowry as speakand makes clothes for his wife Christ in the presence of the tiful centerpiece was of pink and er. Hostesses will be
Miss Vanimmediate
mums.
families.
white
and children. He also paints,
da Jean Gibson, Mesdames AuThe
wedding
cake
tiered
church
was
three
beautifully de- The
does sculpture and refinishes
brey Hatcher, Whit Imes, A. C.
corated for the wedding with the was served along with punch,
pieces of'
junk"furniture.
Sanders, B. H. Cooper, and Miss
"My modern home is furn- brass fifteen branched candela- nuts, and mints by Mrs. Keith Roselle Henry.
ished with my own art ideas and bra holding white tapers.On each Donelson, sister of the bride,
•••
creative challenges," Gonzales side were baskets of white glad- and Miss Becky Burchett, cousin
The Kappa Department of the
said. "It is very livable-and ioli and mums flanked by spiral of the bride.
Murray Woman's Club will have
candelabra.
The new Mrs. Sammons is a a Valentine Sweetheart potluck
kid proof."
graduate of Calloway County High dinner at the club house at 0:30
Bride's Dress
Gonzales and his wife, Betty.
collect antiques. The headboard tbe bride was lovely in her School in the class of 1969 and p. m. Hostesses are Mesdames
on one king-size bed is made of street length dress of white peau is now a freshman at Murray Glen Grogan, Jim Hall, Ted
Bradshaw, E. D. Roberts, J.
a bathroom door wigs-- newel de soie designed with an empire State University.
The groom is a 1967 graduate Field Montgomery, Billy Dale
posts from a
on each waist with a band of lace, The
long gathered sleeves featured of Murray High School and attend- Outland, Tommy Shirley, Charside.
The chi
cabinet once was lace inserts. Her short veil of ed Murray State University. He les Turnbow, Jerry Henry, and
a clothes closet The dressing illusion was attached to a head- is now employed at the Murray Dwain Taylor.
•••
table wasan old washstand. And piece of teardrops and leaves. Division of the Tappan Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammons are The Hazel Baptist Church YOUNGEST OPEN HEART SURGERY CASE--Leaving Children's
a dresser vanity was a piano She carried a cascade bouquet
stool. Porch lights are converted of pink and white mums tied with now residing at 213 Elm Street, WMS will meet at ten a. as. at Memorial Hospital in Chicago with her parents, Mr. and
the church for a planning meet- Mrs. Gary Schultz of Hinsdale, Ill.,
ribbon streamers.
Murray.
into swinging bedside lamps.
Julie Schultz, born Jan.
ing in the morning and the 12, yawns, unaware that she
Miss Debbie Russell was the
"I eels I'm just a jack-of-allmade medical history. She ungeneral program in the after- derwent four-hour open
trades, said Gonzales. "I do it maid of honor and the bride's
heart surgery when only four days
noon. A covered dish luncheon
old to become the youngest ,to survive
partly for economic reasons, but only attendant. She wore a melon
heart surgery.
will
be
served
at
noon.
colored
knit dress witb. black
mosdz because I enjoy being
• ••
accessories and had a corsage
busy.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
The Licensed Practical Nurof white carnations,
ses will meet at the Houston.
John by Sammons, Jr., was
The Women's Society of Chris- McDevitt Clinic at seven p. m.
U
OOU
U
the best man for his brother.
ACROSS
7•13everage
Miss Marion Martin will speak
8•Pciet
John Young and Glen Young, bro- tian Service of the GoodShepherd
1-Greek
Mier
*Latin
on
The average driver makes nine
"Sensory Stimulation Tech=MB ORUOB WO
thers of the bride, lighted the United Methodist Church met on
4-Air Force
conjunction
errors every five minutes on the
nique".
OM POMO NOM
(abbr)
10-Cuts
candles preceding the ceremony. Tuesday, January 27,at ten o'clo•
•
•
6-Infants
OE MEMO RMR0
road, says the National
12-Township
Mrs. Young chose to wear for ck in the morning In the home
11-Fight
(abbr.)
0170U9Tri
MOON
Automobile Club.
Wednesday, February. 4
13-Puffs up
14-Clans
her daughter's wedding a light of Mrs. Emma Knight.
OWN MVO
A book study on "Reconcillia- The Cherry Corner Baptist 15-Prefix:
17-Spenish for
ROOM
1100MgeN
twice
"three"
tiOti" vras coiiclutted by Mrs Church WMS will meet at the _164ilate
riPME1 MMMOU
18-Brother of
LibbyMahan in the morning.'Mirth at Seim p. a.
000 0000U 030
Athena
Odin
•
•
•
OS 00000 MD
Mrs. Maggie Woods presided
OP
19-Note of seals
23
=
1°4'r'
OMPUO
over the afternoon business sess- The Faxon Mothers Club will 22
24
-Profound
-Preposition
MOWN 90PR
61
ion. The group enjoyed singing meet at the- Faxon School at 24-Tax
25-Frit of swine
st
p. to.
26-Jump
accompanied by Mrs. Emma Kni39-Wipes out
27-Skin
of
fruit
53
-Withered
•••
28-Skill
41 Keen
57-Goal
30-Lifeless
ght at the piano. Mrs. Irma Mc..
29-MountaM
43-Picturesque
513-Comossa
32-Reward
nymph
Hood read the scripture and Mrs. The Flint Baptist Church
for.
point
9 as-cc•eus onto • 44-Symbol
WMS will meet at the church 31-Stalk
tellurium
60-A
Ruth Wilson offered prayer.
month
33-Steamship
SC•1111
46-Man's
m.
(abbr.)
37-Cian
(abbr.)
Mrs. Reba Miller presented at seven p. •
nickname
••
62efoto
of saris
34 Region
38-Unit Of Mecca,,'- 48-Danger
64-A continent
a very good lesson on prejudice.
36-Part of foot
currency (pl.)
Thursday, February 5
51-Woody pram(40)
M.Hebrew letter
The program entitled "With All
40-Mend with
My Heart" was presented by
cotton
The Hazel Elementary School 42Mrs. Katherine Wilson, Mrs. Maof
ggie Woods, and Mrs.Alice Knig- PTA will meet at the school at 45-Period
tirne
ht. The purpose of this program seven p. m. with the Founders 17 Fail in drops
-Gaming cubes- •
was to understand how spiritual Day program by the fifth and 49
50-Seasoning
enrichment is related to social sixth grades. Hostesses will be 52-Frosts
mothers of those grades.
54 Note of scale
concern, Mrs. Miller said.
55 Bone
•• •
A delicious potluck luncheon
56-Holds in high
The Garden Department of
regard
was enjoyed by the eleven mem- the
Murray Woman's Club will 59- Negative
bers and one visitor, Mrs. Mary
61 Calm
•• •
63 Peaceful
Ridings from the Martins Chapel have a
dinner meeting at 6:30 65 Sows
USCS.
p. m. at the club house. Mem- 66 French
article
bers are to bring husbands or
guests. Hostesses are Mesdames 67 Perform
5O S.
Humphreys Key, Clifton Key,
DOWN
Louie Dixon of'41azel Route J. B. Wilson, Harold Douglass
1
Recede
%
One has been distnissed from and Dewey Ragsdale.
2 Clothesmaker
•••
Hospital,
3 Near
the Western Baptist
4 Winglike
Friday, February 6
Paducah.
S
Wdd
The Senior Citizens Club will
— ——
ri t
mted •store
a.
6 Under
Joe Colson of Murray Route meeeat the Community Center
at
at
12
patient
noon.
A
a
been
potluckauncheon
Three has
will be served.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

million pounds of fresh strawberries and 72.6 million pounds
of frozen strawberries were being imported. The value of that
year's import crop was ml Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Walthan $13 million.
ters, Green Acres Trailer CouOutside of Hidalgo, the only rt, Murray, announce the birth
HIDALGO,Tex.(UPI)-When other major port of entry for of a baby boy, Raymond Matthew,
the housewife puts fresh straw- Mexican strawberries is at weighing eight pounds thirteen
berries on her cereal this winter, Laredo, Tex. The season lasts ounces, born on Wednesday, Jan.
she probably won't even consider about six months.
nary 28, at 11 a.m. at the Murthe time and trouble it took or
ray - Calloway County Hospital.
the distance those berries had to
The new father is a student
travel to get to the table.
Research conducted by six at Murray State University.
GrancVarents are Mr. and
She probably never heard of experiment stations in the westZamora or Irapuato, Mexico, ern states showed that washing Mrs. Ray Walters of PhlladelPa., and Mr. and Mrs.
much leas Hidalgo, Tex., yet a soiled white cotton fabrics in
Nunnelee of Mayfteld.
majority of the strawberries hot water with a regular gran——
eaten by Americans this winter ular detergent was more effectMr. and Mrs. Paul T, Henwill come from those areas of we than cold water detergent in
Alexia°, and they funnel into the unheated tap water. Miss Gerda dersce of Murray Route Two are
United States at the Hidalgo, Petersen, University of Nebraska the parents of a baby boy, Mark
Extension textiles, clothing and Thomas, weighing six potmds 71/2
Tex-, border checkpoint.
ounces ,torn on Tuesday, JanThe first Mexican strawberries design specialist, says so.
uary 27, at 12:30 a.m.
were introduced to the U.S.
The new father is a student
palate in 195&
Only 4,000
Lincoln's nose in „the Mount at Murray State University.
pounds were imported that year.
Rushmore sculptures is longer Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
But the American taste buds
than the entire face of Egypt's Paul Henderson of Hardin Route
were pleased.
Sphinx.
One and Joe A. Ross of Murray
By 1%7, a whopping 20.5
Route Two. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Ross of Murray Route Two and
Otto W. Beuchner of Fort Wayne,
Ind.
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444.
Her gecret may
eventually get out!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I don't know what came over me, but I
did a terrible thing. When It was my turn to have my bridge
club for lunch. I served a casserole and it made a big hit.
One of the ladies asked me for the recipe and I was
stieessel to ieli hoc !het all I did wee to add an egg to a
of this a
and a can of that, so I said it was a recipe
Cited been in my family for years and 1 promieed my
grandmother d never give it out.
My conscience has been bothering me ever since, but rm
afraid if I tell this woman the truth now, it will spread all
Own the club that I lied, and I just couldn't face them What
shall I do?
GUILTY CONSCIENCE
DEAR GUILTY: 'Fess sp. It beats having it as year
esoselosee. Besides, it's a small eseidag werid. and use
year friends is sere te get the recipe sooner or later, and
yeell wind up with "a can of this sod a package of dna and
sa en year face."
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a man who gets mad
when his wife sends pictures of her children [from a former
marriage] to her ex-husband's parents? I have three children
coder 5 who have been very close to their grandparents all
their lives. [My parents 'reset living, so they are the only
grandparents my kids will kver know.)
Now that I have recently remarried, my husband doesn't
want me to have anything to do with my ex-hasbiumrs
family. Those people were wonderful to me while I was
and I don't think they should be
neenied
pwibed
we were divorced.
ImplalbandioneWiUlddolabmieverbe
wants to. Be adores demo and Sem dim at knot once i
and is jealous at
we
My
ins, sod it aims many
arguments.
If I am wrong, please tell me. My husband has two
ebibiren by a former marriage and his wife is so unfair. She
be. allowed him to see them only twice in the past year.
Coond this have something to do with his attitude?
NEEDS AN ANSWER
DEAR NEEDS: Tea answered year ewn questioa. Year
hashaad is angry becomes be ex-wile weal let Ma see his
Andrea as often as yen let year ez-basband see his. Tour
'
Ella& is right. Deal change.
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter was conceived 314 months
before my husband and I were married. Since I had not yet
begun to "show," Jack [made-up name) and I had a
beautiful church wedding and kept quiet. Immediately
.following our honeymoon we moved from the east to Los
Angeles. To avoid embarrassment, we told our new friends is
L. A. that our wedding date was six months earlier than it
menially was. Our friends In the east as well as our parents,
believe the baby was born six months later than she actually
was.
The problem is that our parents are coming to see the
beby for the first time an what they believe will be her first
birthday, and I am afraid if they start to talk to our friends,
the discrepancy in dates will be brought out into the open.
Who, If anycoe, should be told the truth?
DUG MY OWN GRAVE
DEAR DUG: "0. what • tangled web we weave, when
Ent we practice to deceive." Tales swell as the ear you've
Isid always have a way el beteg loud et* fur what they are.
Set She rowed straight an the way 'reawiL Dig?

Sewilegrom Miss-Susan Young And Thomas Stephen.
Are Married January In A
theory helps Sammons
Ceremony At Kirksev Church of Christ
fightboredom

Mrs. Emma Knight
Hostess For Good
Shepherd Meeting
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "JUST WONDERING" IN PALM
EACH: I heveal givem ft meek thought. but It might be fan
I."ewe* bad" as a buzzard. Nobody envies him, ad he can
set anything.
Whet's your problem? You'll feel better if yes get It eff
year cheat. Wefts is AIRY. Beg MN, Les Angeles. Cal.
mom. For a pommel reply onekeas stamped. addressed
eirnikepe.
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Come To

COX! DRUG-

FIVE GENERATIONS — Pittured are five generations in the
Freebie, Outland and McDougal families. Seated are Mrs
Eva Proving, age It with her great great grandchild, Michelle
McDougal, age eight months. Standing, left to right, are Mrs.
Vogel (Louise) Outland, age Si, of Murray, daughter of airs.
Proving, Michael Mc
of Bowilnit..Grem. taift. _0 MIL
and Mrs.-310VA- Mitiongal oriftov;iing Green, daughber el Mrs. Outland end mother of Michael McDougal.
411",
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lessly along the banks, while at a fish like this. It is horsed right water into the feeder stream. Dried Beef Bounty
Just how much of such heat the
the same time dipping the lure into the boat.
Dried beef which comes in
Now, that generally , is the river can absorb without hurt- both jars and packages can
Into the partly clear water. The
results were outstanding. Great way Kentucky jig fishermen catch ing the quality of the water and appear in the menu ip many
catches of black bass were made, black bass throughout the winter the organisms that live therein ways. Shred it and use in
but because the fishermen were from Kentucky's lakes, especia- should be determined, so that cream cheese with horseusing the conventional pole, many lly when the water is murky to the $240 million .plant, which is radish as a dip, for example.
of those hooked were being lost. muddy. There are variations. In the planning stage, can be Shredded, it can go into a
Winter then the more refined There are additions and sub- built to conform to these stan- cream settee to be served
ds.
jig fishing. A rigid pole, about tractions from this method, but
over baked, boiled or mashed
12 feet long, was used and a line basically this is jig fizhing.
potatoes, dumplings or bisThe elastic mind of a fisher- best in the summer months but, of great strength and about six
And the reason there are more
man is a thing of much latitude also, in the dead of winter.
How much better would it be if cuits.
feet in length was affixed thereto. jig fishermen in Kentucky than
WHEELING ALONG
and the stories he tells must
They used the nightcrawier A cork was arranged something any other state is perhaps becau- a prearrangement is agreed on.
NEW YORK (a) — Lightbe tempered with this in mind. on the conventional pole and line, like 18 inches above the hook, se today's fishermen knew about If such standards are not deterweight
However, the facts are that Ken- hook and sinker rig and found which was a 6-0 and immediately It first.
mined, it could well result in wheels --forged aluminum
are being used in regutucky has more good jig fisher- that the bass relished such off- above the hook a heavy sinker
the near ruination of parts of lar railroad
operations to
men than any other state and this erings. Then carne the high and was placed
the river which undoubtedly speed rapid transit
passengers
is as it should be if the stories muddy waters and the fishermen
A new procedure of fishing Let The Standards Be Fixed would bring on lawsuits, which to their destinations.
told by the pioneer Herrington were immobilized so far as fish- was developed over the years.
could
drag
on
for
years
and
years The aluminum wheels,
"An ounce of prevention is
Lake fishermen can be counted ing in Herrington was concerned With a rig as described the
cure," is a during which the quality of the equipped with steel rims, are
worth
pound
a
of
on with any degree of accuracy. But, not for long. The water be- maneuverable boat is sculled
river could further deteriorate. expected to reduce total
weight of each transit car, reKentucky has more jig fish- gan to clear a bit around the alongside the bank, slowly and self evident tact.
That being so, then we believe Projecting far out, these suits sulting in less power
ermeo simply because this state edges and fishermen from this again quietly and the wad of
could result in a court ordered
required
that the League of Kentucky Spoto operate the cars and addiis the cradle of the jig fishing area were on the spot with the worms is jigged up and down
rtsmen is correct in requesting renovation of the plant which tional cost savings.
would cost much more than had
art and Herrington Lake is where nightcrawier rig, fishing up near In the water near the bank with
that a thermal pollution standard preventive
it was perfected.
the bank in the partially clear the cork not touching the surmeasures been inshould be set for the Kentucky
The stories have it that in the water and they were eAtehlog face of the water. When the
cluded in the original building
owned Ohio river before plants
plans, and everyOne concerned
early thirties fishing for black fish. They found that by moving fish is first attracted it will
are erected which could damage could
lose,
bass in Herrington Lake was the bait slowly alongside the bump the nighterawier ever so
the quality of the water.
so good that fishermen were re- bank the fish seemed to hit bett- gently at which time the cork is
The board of directors, or the
luctant to give up their favorite er and further experimentation set quietly on the top ofthe water
cabinet if you prefer, of the Lea- Yes, in this case an ounce of
outdoor pastime even in winter proved that by raising the gob while the fish make up its mind
gue asked that the Water Pollu- prevention is surely worth a
months and that's why jig fish- of worms up and down alongside whether to take the offered bait.
tion Control Commission, the pound of cure.
Year b—I-—belng careful
ing was born. The anglers from the bank, the bass become more If everything is "go", the bass Department of Fish and Wildlife
with say Ire
—Mercer, Garrard and Lincoln active. So, a form of jig fishing will then take hold of the bait
Resources ' Mid representatives
counties had become quite adept was creatod.
and start running, pulling the of three Ohio utilities companat taking bass from this new imThis was jigging in its sim- cork firmly but slowly under ies which
are planning a huge
poundment. They had learned a plest form. When the banks be- the surface of the water. When plant on a tributary of the Ohio
great deal about bass in the came muddy and slippery and the length of the line has been River,
get together to work out
early years of thi?lale — that footing was treacherous the fi- reached, the fishertnan sets the beforehand just what will be the
the bass would dearly love to shermen devised the method of hook and hauls in the bass at one standards
to be observed by the
have a nice fat nightcrawier. sculling a boat slowly and noise. fell swoop. There's no playing Plant which will release heated
Reprinted from "Happy Hunting Ground", a publication of the Kentucky Department of Fish and.Wildlife. —
wince heads and tails are uomistaklble
NON
but the youn b
years o • are somewhat difficult to dis:inguish gom.. she golden eagle at a
distance. -It- may be- well to point out
that the bald eagle in its first year is
By Kentucky Orbitbological Society very ;dark and brownish, but the second year -shows some diffuse,- white streakings below, and by the third year
Give a fisherman a choice of the most wanted fresh water
eirtiO
sos
the head is splotched with white. The
WI on his list and he'd probably tell you 'it's the muskeltail gradually becomes white, and it
lunge.
. I wartr—
may be dark and dusky at the end at
inis greedy denizen of a number of streams in Kentucky
times.
is most highly desired as a trophy and the fisherman who
can land him is fortunate indeed. Fishermen have literally
Eagles are protected by both State
If you are a fisherman of the large
K. 0. S. groups now cover, on the
spent weeks in trying to outfox the muskie. Some have
and
federal
laws.
bodies of water, or if you are a duck
are
Fines
extremely
designated date, the major waterways
been successful but they are greatly outnumbered by the
severe for persons found guilty of killhunter and take to the rivers and lakes,
from Hickman county in the western
failures
ing
or
possessing
one.
it is likely that you have seen bald
section to Lake Cumberland. Results
eagles (Halimetau leswocepbalict). Yet,
of the counts have been rewarding.
The bald eagle is leaving a difficult
many Kentuckians have never seen this
Eagles have been found at the Bend
time trying to ,survive. Logging opThe muskellunge is the largest member of the pike family
magnificent bird, Of even realize that
of the River, in Hickman county, along
erations destroy much of their habitat.
and is nne of the largest fresh water fishes. The average
it is possible to view one soaring mathe remote bays and inlets of Barkley
Outdoor recreational actizrities has upsize varies from 15 to 25 pounds. The largest yet taken
jestically over Kentucky waters.
and Kentucky lakes, Ballard County
rooted old nesting habitats. Pesticides
from Kentucky waters weighed 39 pounds. and 14 ounces.
Waterfowl Refuge, Dams 41 and 44,
are decreasing the population,
It was caught from Green River but there are larger ones
The bald eagle, a shy and rather susPennyrilc Forest State Park, Ohio River
picious bird, not easily approached, is
there. Fact of the matter is, a law suit developed in south.We want to keep the eagle flyiiig
belcrawaiienderson, Otter Creek Park,
a rare to fairly common winter resiwest Kentucky.a few years ago over a muskie that weighed
over Kentucky waters. Perhaps it will
Salt
River,
.Ohio
River,
above
Louisdent in the state; it is a very rare sumpounds hut which had been hooked on a bankline in the
51
nest again, as it once did in earlier
ville and near Cincinnati, Barren River
Green River The fellow who set the bankline sued the
mer visitant. Records indicate that
times,
in western Kentucky.
and Dale Hollow Reservoirs and Lake
man who di,.(iivered the fish on the line and took possession
the species nested in western Kentucky
Cumberland... The highest count was
of the huge l:sh
in earlier days, and even as late as the
in 1966, when 49 bald eagles were
forties -a few nests, or an adult with
Undecided about your future?
reported. In addition, three golden
young, were observed. However, durThree men apprehended for attemptIt's no disgrace.
eagles
were
found.
LBL
had
the
highing the past eight years competent obing to kill deer on the Ballard County
Even Einstein couldn't make up his mind for quite
est count, a total of 30 birds.
servers in this section have sighted few,
This fish cannot he recognized as a record simply because
Wildlife Management Area during the
awhile,
if any, bald eagles in summer. Chances
it was not taken by pole and line as are the requirements,
Eagles may be distinguished from
past spring should think many hours
Van Gogh took time to get on track.
are that if you wish to see our national
but that still does not detract from the size of- the monster,
hawks and vultures in flight by their
before attempting to, violate the law
The Wright Brothers didn't start concentrating on airbird, you w411 want to visit the large
to be sure.
much larger size In. addition, eagles
again. They were tried by jury in the
planes right away.
bodies of water sometime during late
The Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources has
soar on flat wings while vultures hold
Ballard County Court and were asSo,if you're graduating from college and you still don't
initiated A prcuect on a number of rivers and streams, the
November through early March.
their wings in a shallow V. Eagles'
sessed fines of $5-1-3, $213 and $213,
Upper Licking in particular, trying to find out more about
wings are broader than vultures' and
know what to do with your future ... chin up.
Or
a
total
of.
$1,039.
Congratulations
Prior to 1961 no systematic study
the muskie Biologists conducting this protect have disproportionately longer than hawks'.
- You can go to Officer Training School. Become an officer.
to the court and to the men on that
had been made of the wintering bald
covered a number of things, such as how far a muskie will
Fully mature bald eagles with pure
offiCer's pay and prestige. Travel. All while you're learnGet
Jury.
eagle in Kentucky. Little was known
travel, his principal food and cover and, above all, they
ing to fly..
about its distribution and population.
knowinore'about his temperamental moods. Their method
You can do something constructive, exciting, profitable
Today, however, as a result of oris simply to electro-shOck the fish in a body of water, tag
and patriotic. Be an Air Force pilot.
ganized one-day counts, members of
it and release it Fishermen who catch the tagged fish are
They'll say you're just another genius who has made up
the Kentucky Ornithological Society
asked to report when and ii‘ere and.how-they caught it
are more knowledgeable about popuhis mind. ,
along with the tag number In this manner biologists, will
lation trends, where to find eagles, and
be better able to understand the requirements of the muskelwhen to spot them.
Contact your local Air Force Recruiter.
lunge.
In 1961 a one-day bald eagle survey
was initiated _ by members of the society. The purpose of the count is to
Further culture in muskie alsii is in the offing upon the
check all adult and immature bald
'TSGT. JOE C. SKINNER
iompletion
of a hatchery •which is to be constructed at
eagles and record the location. The
or
dr 0,4,4.
set
for
been
aside
has
section
Cave Run Reservoir A
count is taken in February after the
SSGT BENNIE W. SAMS
they
where
age
to
an
fry
raising
and
eggs
hatching
muskie
annual waterfowl survey taken by
i.4:44.144.44.044,
Century Building, 17th & Broadway
will be more apt to survive in new waters.. There should
/
Era. Fish and Wildlife Resources officials
_Paducah, Ky. Phone 442-2428
them,
for
ready
hatchery
is
the
when
be no scarcity of eggs,
(eagles are also counted on this surMSU Stedent Union Building each Wednesday, 10a.m. to 2p.m
because one good size muskellunge will produce 300,000
The photo abeviM a reproduction of Alexander Wilson's painting of the
vey)
:
eagle
published in his American Ornithology which was issued in
bald
eggs and that could mean a lot of muskie
seam for this ad contributed W the Weer & nodes
From a_iman beginning in 1961,
1832.
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C-5 Called Fiscal Fiasco

Daybook of America "I'CrAIRVI°N;Ar

WASHINGTON (UPI): Sen. William Proxmire
(D., Wis.) urged the Air Force today to ground all
its C-5 planes as unsafe and to stop buying the huge,
controversial cargo' craft.
"The C-5 is unsafe at any load," Proxmire said,
referring to structural weaknesses The Air Force
permits restricted flying of the plane at 50 per cent
of its load capacity, he said.
"Apparently no one with authority is willing to
step in and call a halt to one of the greatest fiscal
fiascos ever to have occurred in connection with a,.
weapons systent contract." Proximire said in .41"'"
speech prepared for the Senate.
Proxmire's Subcommittee on Economy in Government first made public an estimated 32-billion
cost overrun on the Air Force's C-5 contract with
Lockheed Corp.
Since then, he said, "the Air Force has identified 46 design performance changes, almost all of
which have the effect of lowering the performance
standards of the C-5 . . . what we are now witnessing is the fact that-this plane cannot even meet
the relaxed specifications."
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Wall Street Paul's Conversion Celebrated
Chatter In Many Churches This Week

n in a series, JANUARY 1770,

Boone was fosNo. 7 taring a distinctly AmericanDaniel
heroic literature. He

NEW YORK (UPI)- This is
and murder against the disBy LOUIS CASSELS
no time to throw good stocks
UPI Religion Writer
ciples of the Lord, went to the
overboard, Hayden, Stone Inc.
high priest and asked him for
says. Rather, one should be on One of the most significant letters to the synagogues of
the lookout for issues showing events in this liLstory of Damascus, so that if he found,
independent upside strength, or Christianity -the conversion of any Christians there he might' "those that are Just emerging the Apostle Paul- was celebrat- bring them bound to Jerusafrom valid bases of price ed in many churches this week. lem."
consolidation. All factOrs consi- Paul
Strange Thing Happens
was the
principal
dered, "the market appears to missionary of the early church
But a strange thing happened
have reached a fundamental and the man primarily respon- to Saul on the way to
and technical position where it sible for its rapid spread Damascus. The risen Christ,
appears much more attractive through the Roman Empire.
appear ad to him and spoke to
for selective buying, than for
He was the first Christian him. He became a Christianindiscriminate or frightened theologian, and his writings possibly the most contagiously
selling," it says.
(which include 13 of the 27 convinced Christian who ever
--books of the New Testament) lived. As a token of his spiritual
The market will remain have left such a deep imprint rebirth, he changed his name to
To stimulate further setcomparatively weak and quies- on Christian thought that most Paul.
tler interest in region at the
cent until monetary and credit scholars rank him second only
For the lied 30 years, until
Revolution's end, Finley pubrestraints are substantially to Jesus Christ as a creative he died a martyr's death in
lished, in 1784, The Discovery
relaxed and corporate and force in Christianity.
Rome, Paul was a mainstay of
of ... Kentucky, with a bimunicipal demands for loan
ography of Boone as an apBorn In First Century
the early church. He made
funds at record rates no longer
pendix. It gained wide circuHe was
in the early three long missionary journeys
sop up all the investment years of thebl
lation in Europe. Lord Byron
st
l century A.D. through Asia Minor and Greece,
was inspired by it to write
money available, Wright laves- in the city of Tarsus, a founding Christian congregapoetry which made Boone a
tors' Service says. The firm cosmopolitan trading center on lloos wherever he went. He
world celebrity, and an overcontinues to recommend a fully the Mediterranean coast north called himself "the apostle to
shadowing figure among the
invested position in prime of Syria. His parents were the Gentiles."
American pioneers. (More
quality common stocks.
Diaspora Jews- that is, Jews
Paul was a man of enormous
about
here
Boone later.)
--living "in dispersion" beyond courage. Rather than renounce
Statistically, the chances of the boundaries of Palestine. his faith, he endured at least
Contemporary engraving of
the Kentucky pioneer [top]
outperforming the market when They named their son Saul in six floggings, one stoning,
and sketch of Boonesboro as
la Is in a bear phase are about honor of Israel's first king.
numerous imprisonments and
seat Of government in the
equal to chances when it is in a At an early age, Saul was finally was beheaded by order
Kentucky!Von.
_hell phase, Paine, Webber, seat to Jerusalem to study of the emperor Nero.
Copyright C 1970, Clark Kinnaird. Distributed by King Features Syndicate
Jackson & Curtis says. In a Jewish law under the great
computerized study, the firm Rabbi
Gamaliel. Like all
compared __price action.
of-bia-Was,ha
---7
-71KIRTIC)1TM-Rtrellili=-41rms-ender—wrottuur-ing.
approximately 800 stocks in the a trade to support himself. His "JOI:WITHOUT ZiAt
may
obthin a therapeutic
Armed • with giant rubber past decade with the action o trade
was tgptmaking. In
companies
of
MONTPELIER, Vt. (UPI)- abortion in Vermont If her squeegees, six
Dow Jones industrial rabbinical school; he became a
te
scow it
-iftemeh —
The Vermont House judiciary-physical or mental- health la
LOS - ANGELES (UPfiaverage. Ust year was a hard fiercely Orthodox Jew and a
committee endorsed 6-5 a impaired, or if there is a water and later found the year for beating the Dow,
suit asking $500,000 damages
but
member of the strictest sect of
Madelyn Murray O'Hair, right, and her husmeasure Tuesday to liberalize possibility the child may be culprit- a monkey.
has been flied against Playboy
this was an aspect of the year the Pharisees.
band, Richard. display charters forming "Poor
born mentally retarded or 'The small monkey, used for
Four
abortion
law.
state's
the
magazine, charging a nude
- Richard's Church of Universal Lie" and making
itself and not -a common Saul
believed
in
dealing
of'lhe votes against the bill physically deformed.
picture of Nancy Sinatra was
research, escaped from his characteristic of bear markets, ruthlessly with all heresies,
O'Hair the official prophet of the church.
and
were cast by Roman Catholics.
published without the photograp
seventh-floor cage and turned according to the firm.
became one of the first
The measure, expected to
pher's permission.
on a shower used 'by scientists
persecutors
of the infant Ron
come up for House debate
Joy, the photographer,
FITZGERALD IN NEW JOB
to wash off harmful chemicals. Veteran winner
In military spending.
Christian sect!' He was personSTORY
said the photo of Miss Sinatra
The animal did not know ho
The fund, a ZOO-member Thursday, expands the coo& A SOGGY MONK
BOWLING GREEN, Ky: ally involved in the stoning of
was taken April 7 and given to
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A. E. organizatioo, said it will pay
to turn the water off and all
LOS ANGELES (UPI).- Early seven floors were _partially (UPI) - The late Ed Diddle the first Christian martyr, Playboy June 24 to inspect for
Fitzgerald, the Pentagon effi- Fitzgerald $30,000 to spend
compiled
Stephen.
a record of 759
morning monkey business re- flooded.
possible publication, but the
Damage *as not liketball victories
ciency expert who was bred three-quarters of his time this
His conversion is vividly
-Ina 42-year
sulted in the flooding of seven extensive.
magazine published it in the
after he told Cocgress about year making speeches about
described
in
career
the
9th
as
chapter
of
coach
at
Western
UCLA
the
Tuesday
at
floors
December issue without comThe monkey was later found, Kentucky.
spiraling costs on an airplane Pentagon
waste. Fitzgerald
Acts
of
the
the
Apostles.
School of Public Health build- wet and angry, but unhurt.
pensating Joy.
protect, has been hired by the began his Job Tuesday by
"Saul, still breathing threats
Businessmen's
Educational calling for a $20 billion cut in
Food to crusade against waste e defense budget.
was wintering in what Wyandotte Indians called Kaintuckee
("Long prairies"). He led a group that had come from the
Yadkin Valley in North Carolina the summer of 1769: his
brother-in-law, John StUhit, John Finley, and three others.
They entered via Cumberland Gap, blazed a trail to the river'
that became the Kentucky in maps, explored the valley as
potential for settlement, collected furs, underwent capture by
Indians and escape.
Boone returned with a company of Carolinians to settle what
a land company's promoters named "Transylvania." He erected a fort and trading post that was to become famous for
Indian and Revolutionary War heroism, thanks to John Finley.
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REGULAR $3.99 TO $7.99 NEW SPRING
FLEES NATIONALISTS
Prof.
Ming-min Peng. 47. takes tea
in. Stockholm, where he a
asked Sweden for political
asylum after fleeing Taiwan,
bastion of Nationalist China.
-I feared for my life." said
°Peng, a Taiwan native.
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BONDED ACRYLICS

Just one after another.
MONMOUTH, N.J. (UPI) -John Barone of Monmouth
College made 67 consecutive
foul shots this..season, breaking
the collegiate record dl- 60
straight set by Bobby Lloyd of
Rutgers in 1967.

fremendous Mill Purchase of Amerca's
Finest Bonded Acrylics! All Brand
New Spring '70 Patterns and Colors, and
all at less than half price! Don't
miss
this senftltional buy on brand new
bonded 'Turbo" Acrylics in a large
selection
of colors and patterns!
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Enjoy the speed and accuracy of a
fALLTMASTER adding machine to help
whisk through tes-tane figuring chores
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ass in.000.00000 prints a permanent
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TAtLYMASTER because ut is made by
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adding machines TALLYMASTERS add,
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a 1 Mem. Internal working pans made
Of Calle Iteiribined coda" plated et&
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POI SAL/

FOR RENT

REGISTERED Irish setter pupTEC
pies. Phone 753-1749.

NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, one block from campus.
Phone 753-6425 or 753-8962.
J-31-C

MOBILE HOME, two - bedroom
furnished or unfurnished, make
offer. Phone 7534772. 2-31-C

YWAVIAW ME

Encyclopedias,
AMERICANA
electric stove, and gas stove.
1-31-C
Phone 753-29E7.
NOTICE

NOT1CII

NOTICII

UAL ESTATE POE SALM

RED WING SHOES
For work, sports and leisure. In sizes AA-EEEE,
6 to 16. Call or drop in and
try on your-size!

REDI
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11:
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WING'

LINDA LOU'S CUT & CURL
Grand Opening --

FAMILY SHOE

k

79.50

Murray Sewing
Center

1

I

SHOE SHIES
35°

Hombuckle
Barber Shop

CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN

eisturray Sewing
Center

:4.-

,O.I

by Al

LOVE!!

1
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%•;;;

Pr•N'•'+'
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GET
ATTENTION

by R. Van Buren

Lil' Abner

01... •

NICE PRIVATE rooms, with kitthem privileges for college boys.
Phone 753-5865 or 753-5108.
TFC

AKC WEIMARANER puppies,
au weeks old. Phone 733-7664.
TWO NEW duplexes, each has
J-31-C
two bedrooms on each side, nice
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apartliving room and bath. All nice
clients, central beat and air,
SHOP, Hazel
FABRIC
NESBITT
carpet, except kitchen and bath
received
built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
just
has
Highway,
which has tile, all central heat
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stantb%
carpet throughout Call or see
their shipment of spring materand air. Each place has large
Open-Fri. till S p. es.
p.m.
a.m.-6:00
Bond10:00
Gene Steely, Southside Shopand rofills Ii, avw IlYnnabk at Does all decorative stitches
our
11711
see
2,
and
by
February
Come
ials.
Menday,
transferrable loans and are aFac
Ky.
Murray,
In Ledger & Times Office
Center, Murray, Kentucky,
ping
EAR,
double
dacron,
In new cabinet!
Acrylic,
TS
ed
REFRESHMEN
DOOR PRIZES bout ready to move in.
TFC
store.
IFINC
753-7850.
$7 'tons.
crepe. Phone 492polyester
and
AND
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WE ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE
TWO NEW CERTIFICATE PLANS.
(1)A one year single maturity certificateissued in minimum amounts of$1,000.
pays 51% compounded daily which gives in effective yield of 5.65% on
12 months basis.

certificate issued in minimum of $1,000.00 pays
,(2)A two year single maturitywhich
-3-e
gives an effective yield of 5,92% on 12
4170

51% compounded daily
- months basis.

J
:

•

2

We are also happy to inform you that beginning February 1, 1970, Passbook Savings Accounts interest will be increased from 4% to 44%.This
interest will be compounded daily for an effective yield of 4.6% for a 12
months period.

Our 511VS 5 PLAN for 3 months, 6 months and 12 months automatically
renewed Certificates remains the same. Five percent interest compounded
daily for effective yield of 51% for 12 months basis. This rate guaranteed
for five(5) years. If you wish to transfer to the new long term higher rate
Certificates you may bring in your old Certificate at its next maturity date.

ci

Golden Passbook Plan remains the Same. Five percent daily interest for effective yield of 51% on 12 months basis. May add to account anytime:- withdrawals on any quarter after 90 days.
411,

in'
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PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY
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